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Description

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of
marking of rubber articles.

BACKGROUND

[0002] EP 1 063 071 A2 discloses a polymer article in
particular a tire with a visible surface wherein either a
part of the surface is corrugated in such a way that the
distance from corrugation ridge to corrugation ridge is
between 4 mm and 40 mm or at least a part of the surface
is nubbed in such a way that the distance from nub tip to
nub tip is between 5 mm and 60 mm.
[0003] US 2009/0218019 A1 discloses an article hav-
ing at least one visible surface, this surface comprising
on at least part of it a pattern contrasting with the surface
of the article, this pattern comprising a plurality of tuft
distributed over the entire said pattern, each tuft having
an average cross section between 0.003 and 0.06 mm2.
Also disclosed is a moulding process for forming a high-
contrast pattern on a surface of an article that can be
moulded in a mould, this process consisting in producing,
at the position of the pattern on the surface of the mould,
a plurality of cavities of average cross section between
0.003 and 0.06 mm2. The pattern gives the article on
which it is produced a velvet feel.
[0004] From the web site "http://qr.biz/articles/the
michelin concept qr code tire meets the interest s of farm-
ers/" it is known to provide a tire with a QR code by means
of velvet technology.
[0005] US 2012/0227879 A1 discloses a tire having a
visible surface comprising patterns contrasting with said
surface, said pattern comprising, over the entire surface
thereof, a plurality of tufts distributed with a density of at
least five tufts per mm2 or a plurality of blades which are
substantially parallel to one another and arranged with a
pitch of less than 0.5 mm, each tuft having a mean cross
section having a diameter of between 0.03 mm and 0.5
mm or each blade having a mean width of between 0.03
mm and 0.5 mm, characterized in that the walls of the
tufts or of the blades have, over at least one quarter of
the area thereof, a mean roughness Rz of between 5 mm
and 30 mm. The effect of these tufts or blades is to trap
the incident light on the surface of the pattern and, by
light absorption, to give a black matt appearance to the
pattern intended to be produced. Further disclosed is a
method of producing molds intended to form the visible
imprint of the tires comprising such patterns during vul-
canisation.
[0006] WO 2005/000714 A1 relates to marking of ve-
hicle tires to satisfy governmental requirements and to
provide additional inventory and historical data pertaining
to each individual tire. A barcode strip location, which
can vary on each tire, is read by a camera. This informa-
tion is supplied to control unit for subsequent use in po-

sitioning a laser engraver. A laser applicator or engraver
is adjustably mounted at a station by an adjustment
mechanism which enables it to be moved in the X, Y and
Z planes so that the laser beam can be properly posi-
tioned in the X and Y direction for engraving the additional
required data on the tire. An encoded symbol such as a
self clocking glyph code, data matrix or other types of
encoded symbology, referred to as a 2D symbol, can be
used for subsequent engraving on sidewall, either adja-
cent to the DOT engraved data, or at any desired location
on the sidewall area. The 2D symbol can include addi-
tional information to that contained on the bar code, in-
cluding an individual serial number for the tire which will
remain on the tire throughout its life.
[0007] EP 1 437 672 A2 discloses that in a tire manu-
facturing process, a barcode label which enables identi-
fication of each tire being adhered to a side portion of the
tire. Further disclosed is a tire marking system for marking
tire identification information onto tires based on a tire
information in each of barcode labels adhered to the tires.
The marking showing the tire identification information
may be at least one selected from the following: charac-
ters such as an alphanumeric characters; figures such
as a triangle and a star; and symbols such as an arrow
and a hyphen.
[0008] JP 2004 345310 A discloses a molding process
in which a processed marking area is firstly detected by
a detection means in a tire finishing process and the
marking position of an identification sign is calculated
and determined from the marking area. Next, a barcode
is read out from a barcode label stuck on a tire by the
barcode readers of tire marking apparatuses connected
on line to a main data processing device. Then, according
to the read out barcode information, the information nec-
essary for marking is received from the database of the
main data processing device. Finally, based on the infor-
mation necessary for marking, the identification sign is
marked on the predetermined positions of the tire front
and back sides by a pair of upper and lower laser marking
apparatuses, respectively.
[0009] JP 2000 084681 A discloses a tire marking de-
vice equipped with a barcode reader which reads a bar-
code label attached to a tire. On the basis of a tire posi-
tional data outputted from a retrieval device, a tire is po-
sitioned by the tire positioning device, then, the marking
data retrieval device retrieves data to be marked on the
tire and outputs to a laser beam irradiation device. The
irradiation device marks the tire by scanning a laser beam
in accordance with the marking data.
[0010] US 6 149 060 A relates to a method and appa-
ratus for tracking the inventory and history of specific
individual rubber products. A method for identifying and
tracking a rubber product comprises the steps of placing
an insert/inserts into a mold in which a rubber product is
to be cured, the insert having blades thereon having spe-
cific spacing and frequency unique for the rubber product;
(B) filling the mold with uncured rubber; (C) curing the
rubber and fixing the spacing and frequency of sipes cor-
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responding to the blades and the surface of the rubber
product; and (D) using a zero contrast reading device to
read the spacing and frequency of the sipes in converting
the data contained into a binary code specific for the rub-
ber product.
[0011] EP 0 689 948 A2 discloses a tire which com-
prises in its side wall stripe a recess which is lined with
a stripe and into which a stripe of rubber material of a
different color is flushedly inlaid. On the rubber stripe a
cover stripe is positioned which is of the same color as
the sidewall stripe and flushes with the outer contour of
the sidewall stripe. After assembly the tire is vulcanized
in a conventional manner. Engraving of characters takes
place at an arbitrary later point in time. By a laser engrav-
ing the portion of the cover stripe is removed such that
the sidewall of the thus generated character corresponds
to the color of the sidewall and the base of the character
24 corresponds to the color of the colored rubber stripe.

SUMMARY

[0012] In view of the above-described situation, there
exists a need for an improved technique that enables to
provide a rubber article with improved characteristics
while substantially avoiding or at least reducing one or
more of the problems of known technologies.
[0013] This need is met by the subject matter according
to the independent claims. Advantageous embodiments
of the herein disclosed subject matter are described by
the dependent claims.
[0014] According to a first aspect of the herein dis-
closed subject matter there is provided a method of pro-
viding a rubber article with a digital code pattern, wherein
the rubber article comprises a cured polymer material,
the method comprising: generating a digital code pattern
in the cured polymer material of the rubber article, the
digital code pattern comprising a first surface portion and
a second surface portion having different optical reflec-
tivity.
[0015] This aspect is based on the idea that the char-
acteristics of a rubber article can be improved by using
a digital code pattern for marking and by generating the
code pattern after curing of the polymer material of the
rubber article. Accordingly, providing the digital code pat-
tern can be decoupled from manufacturing (curing) of the
rubber article, in particular regarding location and time.
[0016] According to embodiments of the first aspect,
the method is adapted for providing the functionality as
described by one or more of the herein mentioned as-
pects or embodiments and/or for providing the function-
ality as required or as resulting by one or more of the
herein mentioned aspects or embodiments.
[0017] According to a second aspect of the herein dis-
closed subject matter there is provided a rubber article
comprising a cured polymer material forming a surface
of the rubber article, the surface comprising: a first sur-
face portion having a first optical reflectivity; a second
surface portion having a second optical reflectivity which

is lower than the first optical reflectivity; the first surface
portion and the second surface portion forming at least
a part of a digital code pattern, wherein the digital code
pattern identifies the rubber article, in particular within a
fabrication batch of rubber articles.
[0018] According to embodiments of the second as-
pect, the rubber article is adapted for providing the func-
tionality as described by one or more of the herein men-
tioned aspects or embodiments and/or for providing the
functionality as required or as resulting by one or more
of the herein mentioned aspects or embodiments, in par-
ticular of the embodiments of the first aspect.
[0019] According to a third aspect of the herein dis-
closed subject matter there is provided a rubber article
marking device comprising: a radiation source for pro-
viding electromagnetic radiation; and a controller for con-
trolling the radiation source so as to perform the method
according to the first aspect or an embodiment thereof.
[0020] According to embodiments of the third aspect,
the rubber article marking device is adapted for providing
the functionality as described by one or more of the herein
mentioned aspects or embodiments and/or for providing
the functionality as required or as resulting by one or
more of the herein mentioned aspects or embodiments,
in particular of the embodiments of the first aspect.
[0021] According to a fourth aspect of the herein dis-
closed subject matter there is provided a computer pro-
gram product, in particular in the form of a computer pro-
gram or in the form of a computer readable medium com-
prising the computer program, for controlling the opera-
tion of a rubber article marking device, the computer pro-
gram being configured for, when being executed on a
data processor device, controlling the method according
to the first aspect or an embodiment thereof.
[0022] According to embodiments of the fourth aspect,
the computer program product is adapted for providing
the functionality as described by one or more of the herein
mentioned aspects or embodiments and/or for providing
the functionality as required or as resulting by one or
more of the herein mentioned aspects or embodiments,
in particular of the embodiments of the first aspect.
[0023] According to a fifth aspect of the herein dis-
closed subject matter there is provided a method of iden-
tifying a rubber article according to the second aspect or
an embodiment thereof, the method comprising: reading
the digital code pattern from a polymer surface of the
rubber article.
[0024] According to embodiments of the fifth aspect,
the method is adapted for providing the functionality as
described by one or more of the herein mentioned as-
pects or embodiments and/or for providing the function-
ality as required or as resulting by one or more of the
herein mentioned aspects or embodiments, in particular
of the embodiments of the first aspect.
[0025] According to a sixth aspect of the herein dis-
closed subject matter there is provided a computer pro-
gram product, in particular in the form of a computer pro-
gram or in the form of a computer readable medium com-
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prising the computer program, for controlling the opera-
tion of a rubber article identification device, the computer
program being configured for, when being executed on
a data processor device, controlling the method accord-
ing to the fifth aspect or an embodiment thereof.
[0026] According to embodiments of the fifth aspect,
the method is adapted for providing the functionality as
described by one or more of the herein mentioned as-
pects or embodiments and/or for providing the function-
ality as required or as resulting by one or more of the
herein mentioned aspects or embodiments, in particular
of the embodiments of the fifth aspect.
[0027] As used herein, reference to a computer pro-
gram product is intended to be equivalent to a reference
to a computer program and/or a computer readable me-
dium containing a computer program for controlling a
computer system to effect and/or coordinate the perform-
ance of any one of the above described methods.
[0028] The computer program may be implemented as
computer readable instruction code by use of any suita-
ble programming language, such as, for example, JAVA,
C++, and may be stored on a computer-readable medium
(removable disk, volatile or non-volatile memory, embed-
ded memory/processor, etc.). The instruction code is op-
erable to program a computer or any other programmable
device to carry out the intended functions. The computer
program may be available from a network, such as the
World Wide Web, from which it may be downloaded.
[0029] The herein disclosed subject matter may be re-
alized by means of a computer program respectively soft-
ware. However, the herein disclosed subject matter may
also be realized by means of one or more specific elec-
tronic circuits respectively hardware. Furthermore, the
herein disclosed subject matter may also be realized in
a hybrid form, i.e. in a combination of software modules
and hardware modules.
[0030] In the above there have been described and in
the following there will be described exemplary embod-
iments of the subject matter disclosed herein with refer-
ence to a rubber article, a rubber article marking device
and respective methods. It has to be pointed out that of
course any combination of features relating to different
aspects of the herein disclosed subject matter is also
possible. In particular, some features have been or will
be described with reference to apparatus type embodi-
ments whereas other features have been or will be de-
scribed with reference to method type embodiments.
However, a person skilled in the art will gather from the
above and the following description that, unless other
notified, in addition to any combination of features be-
longing to one aspect also any combination of features
relating to different aspects or embodiments, for example
even combinations of features of the apparatus type em-
bodiments and features of the method type embodiments
are considered to be disclosed with this application.
[0031] The aspects and embodiments defined above
and further aspects and embodiments of the herein dis-
closed subject matter are apparent from the examples

to be described hereinafter and are explained with refer-
ence to the drawings, but to which the invention is not
limited.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032]

Fig. 1 illustrates a method of providing a rubber ar-
ticle with a digital code pattern in a cured polymer
material of the rubber article, according to embodi-
ments of the herein disclosed subject matter.

Fig. 2 shows in a cross-sectional view part of a first
surface portion and a second surface portion accord-
ing to embodiments of the herein disclosed subject
matter.

Fig. 3 shows an intensity pattern on a second surface
portion according to embodiments of the herein dis-
closed subject matter.

Fig. 4 shows an intensity pattern on a second surface
portion according to embodiments of the herein dis-
closed subject matter.

Fig. 5 illustrates a further process for generating a
digital code pattern according to embodiments of the
herein disclosed subject matter.

Fig. 6 shows a rubber article marking device accord-
ing to embodiments of the herein disclosed subject
matter.

Fig. 7 shows a further rubber article marking device
according to embodiments of the herein disclosed
subject matter.

Fig. 8 shows a device for identifying a rubber article
and illustrates a method of identifying a rubber article
according to embodiments of the herein disclosed
subject matter.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0033] The illustration in the drawings is schematic. It
is noted that in different figures, similar or identical ele-
ments are provided with the same reference signs or with
reference signs which are different from the correspond-
ing reference signs only within the first digit. Accordingly,
the description of similar or identical features is not re-
peated in the description of subsequent figures in order
to avoid unnecessary repetitions. However, it should be
understood that the description of these features in the
preceding figures is also valid for the subsequent figures
unless noted otherwise.
[0034] Fig. 1 illustrates a method of providing a rubber
article 100 with a digital code pattern 102 in a cured pol-
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ymer material of the rubber article 100, according to em-
bodiments of the herein disclosed subject matter. Ac-
cording to an embodiment, the rubber optical 100 is a
tire, only part of which is shown in Fig. 1. In accordance
with an embodiment, the method comprises generating
the digital code pattern 102 in the cured polymer material
104 of the rubber article 100, the digital code pattern 102
comprising a first surface portion 106 and a second sur-
face portion 108 having different optical reflectivity (here-
inafter also referred to as "reflectivity" for short). Since
the digital code pattern is generated in the cured polymer
material, the digital code pattern is a permanent pattern
(in contrast to adhesive labels). According to an embod-
iment of, the digital code pattern 102 is an optically read-
able digital code pattern. Usually and in accordance with
an embodiment, the digital code pattern 102 comprises
a plurality of first surface portions 106 and a plurality of
second surface portions 108, as shown in Fig. 1. Accord-
ing to an embodiment, the digital code pattern 102 is
binary code pattern comprising two distinct reflectivities.
However, it should be understood that that the digital
code pattern may also be realized with more than two
distinct reflectivities, e.g. three, four or more distinct re-
flectivities. According to an embodiment, the digital code
pattern 102 is a bar code such as a linear (one-dimen-
sional) bar code or a matrix (two-dimensional) bar code
(e.g. a QR code). However, other digital code patterns
are also possible.
[0035] In accordance with an embodiment, the term
"optical reflectivity" includes a reflectivity for at least one
of e.g. infrared radiation, visible light, ultraviolet radiation.
[0036] According to an embodiment, the digital code
pattern 102 identifies the rubber article 100, in particular
within a fabrication batch of rubber articles. According to
other embodiments, a different identification may be pro-
vided by the digital code pattern 102, e.g. an identification
within a weekly production (e.g. within tires having the
same DOT code and/or tires manufactured in a specific
curing mold (curing batch)), within a monthly production
or within an annual production, etc. According to a further
embodiment, the digital code pattern individually identi-
fies each rubber product, e.g. within in a batch. According
to a further embodiment, the digital code pattern identifies
the rubber article as belonging to a subset of a batch (e.g.
a curing batch). For example, according to an embodi-
ment, the digital code pattern identifies the rubber article
as belonging to a subset of a batch wherein the subset
has been equipped with specific properties (such as an
emergency operation property of a tire which causes
small defects in the tire to be repaired automatically by
a suitable inner layer in the tire).
[0037] Identification of the rubber article by the digital
code pattern 102 is enabled by any process that gener-
ates the digital code pattern 102 individually in each in-
dividual rubber article 100.
[0038] According to an embodiment, generating the
digital code pattern 102 may comprise reducing the sur-
face area of the first surface portion (e.g. by flattening)

and/or increasing the surface area of the second surface
portion (e.g. by artificial roughening e.g. by generating a
surface structure).
[0039] According to an embodiment, generating the
digital code pattern comprises irradiating the first surface
portion and/or the second surface portion with an elec-
tromagnetic radiation 110, e.g. a laser beam as shown
in Fig. 1. According to other embodiments, mechanical
techniques are used to generate the digital code pattern
in the cured polymer material 104.
[0040] Fig. 2 shows in a cross-sectional view part of a
first surface portion 106 and a second surface portion
108 according to embodiments of the herein disclosed
subject matter.
[0041] According to an embodiment, generating the
digital code pattern 102 comprises generating a surface
structure 112 in the second surface portion 108. Accord-
ing to an embodiment, the surface structure 112 increas-
es the surface area of the second surface portion 108.
In accordance with a further embodiment, the surface
structure 112 provides a second optical reflectivity which
is lower than a first optical reflectivity of the first surface
portion 106. According to an embodiment, generating the
surface structure 112 comprises selectively removing a
part of the cured polymer material 104. The removed part
of the cured polymer material 104 is shown with dashed
lines at 113 in Fig. 2. According to an embodiment, the
selective removal of the part of the cured polymer is per-
formed with electromagnetic radiation. According to a fur-
ther embodiment, the electromagnetic radiation is a laser
radiation, for example a pulsed laser radiation. The
pulsed laser radiation may have a pulse length of less
than 200 nanoseconds, e.g. less than 100 ns or less than
20 ns. However, it should be understood that the laser
power and the pulse length may be adjusted to the par-
ticular application and in particular to the material from
which the rubber article is formed.
[0042] According to an embodiment, the surface struc-
ture 112 comprises a plurality of protrusions 114, as
shown in Fig. 2. In accordance with an embodiment, the
first surface portion 106 is generally flat, without surface
structure, as shown in Fig. 2. In this regard, it is noted
that any real material and hence also the cured polymer
material 104 has a certain surface roughness Ra. How-
ever, a surface structure as referred to herein has dimen-
sions which are larger (according to an embodiment at
least by a factor of two) than the mean surface roughness
Ra of the rubber article. According to an embodiment,
the mean surface roughness Ra of the cured polymer
material is below 4 micrometers (Ra < 4 mm). According
to a further embodiment, the mean surface roughness
Ra of the cured polymer material is below 1 micrometer
(Ra < 1 mm), or below 0.5 micrometers (Ra < 0.5 mm).
According to an embodiment, generating the surface
structure 112 does not result in a roughening of the sur-
face and hence the cured polymer material which forms
the surface structure 112 has a surface roughness Ra
which is equal to or even lower than the surface rough-
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ness Ra of the cured polymer material 104 before gen-
erating the surface structure.
[0043] In accordance with an embodiment, the cured
polymer material which forms the surface structure has
a mean roughness Ra of 4 micrometers or less (Ra < 4
mm), e.g. 1 micrometer (Ra < 1 mm), or below 0.5 mi-
crometers (Ra < 0.5 mm).
[0044] According to an embodiment, the surface struc-
ture 112 comprises a plurality of protrusions 114, as
shown in Fig. 2. The protrusions 114 may be generated
by selectively removing cured polymer material 104 in
the vicinity of the region of the cured polymer where the
protrusion is to be established.
[0045] According to an embodiment, the method of
generating a digital code pattern comprises generating
an (spatial) intensity pattern of varying intensity of the
electromagnetic radiation on the second surface portion
to perform the selective removal of cured polymer in high
intensity regions of the intensity pattern.
[0046] Fig. 3 shows an intensity pattern 116 on a sec-
ond surface portion 108 according to embodiments of
the herein disclosed subject matter. The intensity pattern
116 leads to a selective removal of cured polymer mate-
rial in regions of high irradiation intensity, thereby gen-
erating a surface structure 112 according to embodi-
ments of the herein disclosed subject matter.
[0047] According to an embodiment, the intensity pat-
tern 116 shown in Fig. 3 is generated by moving an elec-
tromagnetic radiation beam along a path on the second
surface portion 108. In this sense, the intensity pattern
may be an accumulated intensity pattern which shows
the intensity accumulated during generation of the sur-
face structure 112. According to an embodiment, the path
of the electromagnetic radiation beam corresponds to
the desired intensity pattern 116.
[0048] According to another embodiment, the intensity
pattern 116 is generated by any other suitable means,
e.g. by a reticle which, when being illuminated with elec-
tromagnetic radiation, generates a projection of the in-
tensity pattern 116 on the second surface portion 108.
According to an embodiment, the reticle is illuminated
with electromagnetic radiation and selectively allows the
electromagnetic radiation to pass onto regions of the sec-
ond surface portion 108 where cured polymer material
104 is to be removed. Further, the reticle blocks the elec-
tromagnetic radiation from passing onto regions of the
second surface portion 108 in which cured polymer ma-
terial shall not be removed.
[0049] According to another embodiment, the intensity
pattern is generated by using a higher order mode of a
laser which provides the electromagnetic radiation.
[0050] According to an embodiment, the intensity pat-
tern 116 is generated by interference. For example, in
an embodiment a diffraction grating is positioned in the
radiation path of the electromagnetic radiation, resulting
in diffraction of the incoming electromagnetic radiation
beam wherein the diffracted beam produces the intensity
pattern 116 on the second surface portion. Depending

on the grating, the intensity pattern may be a line pattern,
as shown in Fig. 3, or may be e.g. a point pattern.
[0051] According to an embodiment the intensity pat-
tern 116 comprises a first set of parallel lines 118 and a
second set of parallel lines 120 wherein a line 118 of the
first set crosses at least one line 120 of the second set.
The first set of lines and the second set of lines may
define an angle of 90 degrees therebetween, as shown
in Fig. 3, or, in another embodiment may define an angle
different from 90 degrees therebetween. According to a
further embodiment, the intensity pattern comprises
three or more sets of parallel lines (not shown in Fig. 3)
positioned at angles with respect to each other, e.g. for
generating an intensity pattern that has hexagonal por-
tions. According to a further embodiment, the intensity
pattern comprises a single set of parallel lines. Selective-
ly removing cured polymer material 104 along the lines
118, 120 generates a plurality of protrusions, some of
which are schematically indicated at 114 in Fig. 3. Gen-
erally speaking, a protrusion 114 is generated by selec-
tively removing cured polymer material 104 about the
region, where the protrusion is to be generated.
[0052] According to an embodiment, the intensity pat-
tern is generated by moving the electromagnetic radia-
tion beam along the path only once. According to a further
embodiment, the intensity pattern (e.g. the intensity pat-
tern shown in Fig. 3) is generated by moving the electro-
magnetic radiation beam two times or more often along
the path. According to a further embodiment, the contour
of the second surface portions is traced at least once,
e.g. 3 times. When using a pulsed laser, the pulse overlap
of subsequent pulses may be in a range between 50 %
and 90 %, e.g. between 70 and 80 %, e.g. 76 %. An
exemplary 1/e2 beam diameter of the radiation beam may
be between 130 and 180 micrometers, e.g. 150 microm-
eters. According to an embodiment, the distance be-
tween the parallel lines may be smaller than the 1/e2

beam diameter and may be between 70 and 150 microm-
eters, e.g. 100 micrometers for a 150 micrometer 1/e2

beam diameter. In connection with a Gaussian beam pro-
file this may lead to rounded protrusions 114. The max-
imum depth in the surface structure may be between 70
micrometers and 500 micrometers, e.g. 100 microme-
ters. Exemplary laser parameters (Ytterbium pulsed fiber
laser, central emission wavelength approx. 1064 nm) are
a mean power of 20 Watts, a repetition rate of 20 kiloHerz
(kHz) and a pulse duration of 100 nanoseconds.
[0053] According to a further embodiment, the surface
structure 112 comprises a plurality of holes. In contrast
to the generation of a protrusion, which includes selective
removal of cured polymer material along one or more
lines, a hole is formed by removal of cured polymer ma-
terial at a point. Accordingly, in an embodiment the plu-
rality of holes is generated by an intensity pattern having
one or more individual spots.
[0054] Fig. 4 shows an (spatial) intensity pattern 122
on a second surface portion 108 according to embodi-
ments of the herein disclosed subject matter. The inten-
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sity pattern 122 leads to a selective removal of cured
polymer material in regions of high irradiation intensity,
thereby generating a surface structure 112 according to
embodiments of the herein disclosed subject matter.
[0055] In accordance with an embodiment, the inten-
sity pattern 122 comprises a plurality of spots some of
which are indicated at 124 in Fig. 4. Each spot 124 gen-
erates a hole 126 by selective removal of the cured pol-
ymer material 104 in the region of the spot 124.
[0056] According to other embodiments, other intensi-
ty patterns may be used to generate the surface structure
in the second surface portions. Further, also other sur-
face structures may be generated in the second surface
portion in order to provide a second reflectivity which is
lower than the first reflectivity of the first surface portion.
[0057] According to an embodiment, the entire inten-
sity pattern on the second surface portion or, according
to another embodiment, an all second surface portions
of the digital code pattern, is generated at the same time
(simultaneous exposure mode), e.g. by using a suitable
reticle. According to another embodiment, the intensity
pattern on a second surface portion is generated over a
certain time period (scanning mode), e.g. by moving a
beam of electromagnetic radiation over the second sur-
face portion.
[0058] As already noted, any embodiments disclosed
herein may be combined. In particular, having regard to
the subject matter disclosed herein, it should be men-
tioned that generally an (spatial) intensity pattern or the
generation of an intensity pattern may be configured to
include features of two or more embodiments as dis-
closed herein. For example, in accordance with an em-
bodiment the intensity pattern is generated by moving an
electromagnetic radiation beam along a path on the sec-
ond surface portion, wherein the electromagnetic radia-
tion beam itself has a structured intensity distribution
which is e.g. generated by interference or a higher order
mode of a laser beam. This may lead to an intensity pat-
tern on the second surface which includes spatial inten-
sity variations on different length scales.
[0059] Generally, the intensity pattern may include
spatial intensity variations on different length scales. Ac-
cording to an embodiment, this may also be generated
by a respective movement of an electromagnetic radia-
tion beam or, advantageously by combining different em-
bodiments of intensity pattern generation, e.g. by moving
an electromagnetic radiation beam with structured inten-
sity distribution over the second surface, as described
above. Hence, in a more general embodiment, the sur-
face structure comprises two or more sub structures of
different length scale. In accordance with an embodi-
ment, this may provide a low reflectivity as well as a good
cleaning behavior of the second surface portion.
[0060] It should be understood that the combinations
of embodiments described above may be used to gen-
erate an intensity pattern which on the longer length scale
has lines (e.g. with a sub structure having lines and/or
points) or, in another embodiment, may be used to gen-

erate an intensity pattern which on the longer length scale
has points (e.g. with a sub structure having lines and/or
points).
According to an embodiment, the ratio r which is defined
as 

wherein

d is the 1/e2 beam width of the electromagnetic ra-
diation and
x is the distance between the smallest structure el-
ements of the surface structure,
is larger than 0.5 (r > 0.5).

[0061] Here the 1/e2 beam width is, as usual, defined
as the distance between two points on the beam wherein
they intensity is 1/e2 = 0.135 times the maximum intensity
of the beam profile. Maintaining the beam width in the
specified range is advantageous in particular in the scan-
ning mode where an intensity pattern on the second sur-
face portion is generated by moving the beam of electro-
magnetic radiation over the second surface portion in
order to generate the surface structure.
[0062] According to an embodiment, the Rayleigh
length of the electromagnetical radiation is larger than
1.5 millimeters, e.g. larger than 2 millimeters or larger
than 4 millimeters. A large Rayleigh length which pro-
vides a large depth of focus may be advantageous for
generating digital code patterns on curved surfaces, e.g.
on tires.
[0063] According to an embodiment providing the first
surface portion 106 includes manufacturing the cured
polymer material 104 with a predetermined surface
roughness Ra at least in a region which comprises the
first surface portion 106; and maintaining the predeter-
mined surface roughness Ra in the first surface portion
106 during generating the surface structure 112 in the
second surface portion 108. In other words, according to
an embodiment the first surface portion 106 may remain
unchanged in the generation of the digital code pattern
102.
[0064] In addition to or, in another embodiment, alter-
natively to selectively providing the surface structure 112
in the second surface portions 108, the reflectivity of the
first surface portions 106 may be adjusted. According to
an embodiment, generating the digital code pattern 102
comprises flattening the first surface portions 106, the
flattened first surface portions 106 providing a first optical
reflectivity which is higher than a second optical reflec-
tivity of the second surface portions 108. According to an
embodiment, providing the first surface portion 106 in-
cludes reducing the surface roughness Ra in the first
surface portion 106 of the cured polymer material 104 as
manufactured.
[0065] Fig. 5 illustrates a further process for generating
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a digital code pattern 102 according to embodiments of
the herein disclosed subject matter.
[0066] According to an embodiment the region, in
which the digital code pattern 102 is to be established,
is completely provided with a surface structure 112 as
disclosed herein, i.e in the region of the first surface por-
tion 106 (shown in dashed line in Fig. 5) as well as in the
region of the second surface portion 108. Subsequently,
the first surface portion 106 may be generated by flatten-
ing the surface structure 112 in the region of the first
surface portion 106, e.g. by exposing the region of the
first surface portion 106 to electromagnetic radiation 110.
According to an embodiment, in the region of the second
surface portion 108 the surface structure 112 is main-
tained, thereby resulting in the second surface portions
108 having lower optical reflectivity than the first surface
portions 106.
[0067] Fig. 6 shows a rubber article marking device
according to embodiments of the herein disclosed sub-
ject matter.
[0068] The rubber article marking device 150 compris-
es a holder 151 for receiving a rubber article 100. Further,
the rubber article marking device 150 comprises a radi-
ation source 152 for providing electromagnetic radiation
110 and a controller 154 for controlling the radiation
source 152 so as to perform a method of providing a
rubber article with a digital code pattern 102 according
one or more embodiments of the herein disclosed subject
matter.
[0069] According to an embodiment, the rubber article
marking device 150 comprises at least one actuator (e.g.
a scan unit, not shown in Fig. 6) which is configured for
moving the electromagnetic radiation beam 110 with re-
spect to the rubber article 100 in the holder 151 so as to
generate the digital code pattern 102 on the rubber article
100. According to an embodiment, the actuator is con-
trolled by the controller 154. According to a further em-
bodiment, the controller 154 is configured for controlling
the operation of the radiation source, e.g. for switching
on and off the electromagnetic radiation beam 110.
[0070] According to an embodiment, the controller 154
comprises a data processor device 155, e.g. computer,
for executing computer program which is configured for,
when executed on the data processor device 155, con-
trolling the method according to one or more embodi-
ments as disclosed herein. According to an embodiment,
the computer program is included in a software update
or a firmware update of the controller 154 so that existing
tools can be updated so as to provide functionality ac-
cording to embodiments of the herein disclosed subject
matter. According to an embodiment, the controller 154
is configured for exchanging signals 153 with (e.g. pro-
viding control signals to) at least one entity to be control-
led by the controller 154. Such entities may include e.g.
the radiation source 152, conveyor devices (not shown
in Fig. 6), etc.
[0071] According to an embodiment, the method of
providing a rubber product with a digital code pattern

comprises adjusting the focus position of the radiation
source 152 which generates the electromagnetic radia-
tion 110 during generating the digital code pattern 102.
To this end, the light source 152 may comprise a focus
position adjustment device 157. Adjusting the focus po-
sition during the generation of the code pattern may be
advantageous e.g. if the digital code pattern is generated
on a curved surface of the cured polymer material. Ad-
justing the focus position may further be advantageous
if the radiation source is configured for moving the elec-
tromagnetic radiation beam 110 over the cured polymer
material by pivoting the electromagnetic radiation beam,
resulting in the electromagnetic radiation beam imping-
ing inclined on the cured polymer material. The adjust-
ment of the focus position may be performed according
to a predefined control sequence which may be adapted
to the particular rubber product and which may be stored
in a memory 156 of the controller 154. According to an-
other embodiment, there is provided a sensor 158 for
determining a position of the rubber article 100, e.g. with
respect to the focusing lens. According to an embodi-
ment, the sensor includes a distance sensor for deter-
mining the position or the rubber article 100. According
to an embodiment, the controller 154 is adapted for ad-
justing the focus position of the radiation source 152 in
response to the position of the rubber article 100. Adjust-
ment of the focus position may be performed e.g. by mov-
ing one or more lenses (e.g. of the focusing lens) of the
radiation source or, according to another embodiment,
by expanding the beam impinging on the focusing lens
of the radiation source 152, just to name some examples.
[0072] Adjustment of the focus position may be per-
formed so as to move the focus position onto the surface
of the rubber article 100.
[0073] Fig. 7 shows part of a further rubber article mark-
ing device 250 according to embodiments of the herein
disclosed subject matter.
[0074] The rubber article marking device 250 compris-
es a radiation source 152 which has a beam splitter 163
for splitting a primary radiation beam 164 into two sec-
ondary beams, a first secondary beam 165 and a second
secondary beam 166. In accordance with an embodi-
ment, the radiation source 152 includes a suitable source
167, e.g. a laser, for providing the primary radiation beam
164, as shown in Fig. 7. Further, according to an embod-
iment the radiation source 152 comprises a phase ad-
justment device 168 for changing the phase of the first
secondary beam 165 with respect to the phase of the
second secondary beam 166 and providing a phase-
shifted first secondary beam 170. According to an em-
bodiment, the phase adjustment device 168 comprises
mirrors 172, 174, 176, of which at least some (e.g. two
mirrors 172, 174) may be moveable (indicated at 177) in
order to provide the phase adjustment device 168 with
the capability to change the phase shift.
[0075] The radiation source 152 further comprises two
scan units 178, 180 of which a first scan unit 178 is con-
figured for projecting the phase shifted first secondary
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beam 170 onto the rubber article 100 in a first spot 182
and a second scan unit 180 is configured for projecting
the second secondary beam 166 onto the rubber article
100 in a second spot 184 overlapping the first spot 182.
According to an embodiment the two beams 166, 170
projected onto the article 100 overlap in time and space
and therefore generate an interference pattern in the
overlap of both spots 182, 184. According to an embod-
iment, the phase adjustment device 168 may be integrat-
ed into the respective scan unit 178. As described herein,
the interference pattern may be used to selectively re-
move cured polymer material from the rubber article 100
in order to generate a digital code pattern. According to
an embodiment, the controller 154 is configured for op-
erating the scan units 178, 180 so as to provide a desired
intensity pattern on a second surface portion by moving
the overlapping spots 182, 184 together over the second
surface portion. According to a further embodiment,
where the radiation source 152 is configured for illumi-
nating an entire (e.g. second) surface portion at a time,
the controller 154 may be configured so as to move the
overlapping spots 182, 184 together from one (second)
surface portion 108 to another (second) surface portion
108. It is noted that the two overlapping beams 166, 170
together a form a "electromagnetic radiation 110" as re-
ferred to herein in other embodiments.
[0076] According to an embodiment, the rubber article
marking device may comprise a reticle (not shown in Fig.
7) defining the size of the respective surface portion (first
surface portion or second surface portion) to which elec-
tromagnetic radiation shall be applied. This may be ad-
vantageous in an embodiment where the intensity pattern
(such as an interference pattern) is provided simultane-
ously over the entire area of the second surface portion
or in an embodiment where the first surface portion is
flattened with electromagnetic radiation. In such cases,
the reticle provides sharply defined edges of the respec-
tive surface portion. According to an embodiment, the
reticle is configured to provide the respective surface por-
tion with a variable area, e.g. by movable parts which
laterally define a passage which in turn defines the re-
spective surface portion. Accordingly, the size of the re-
spective surface portion is variable which may be nec-
essary in some digital code patterns, e.g. in a QR code
where the size of the first and second surface portions
depends on the amount of information coded with the
QR code.
[0077] Fig. 8 shows a device for identifying a rubber
article and illustrates a method of identifying a rubber
article according to embodiments of the herein disclosed
subject matter.
[0078] According to an embodiment, there is provided
a device 160 for identifying a rubber article 100 (e.g. in
the form of a tire) according to embodiments of the herein
disclosed subject matter. According to an embodiment,
the device 160 is configured for reading the digital code
pattern 102 from a polymer 104 surface of the rubber
article 100. For example, the device 160 may comprise

a camera configured for acquiring a picture of the digital
code pattern 102. According to an embodiment, the de-
vice 160 comprises a controller 162 which is configured
for decoding the digital code pattern 102 and providing
in response hereto a digital representation of the infor-
mation stored in the digital code pattern 102. For exam-
ple, the digital code pattern may be a graphical repre-
sentation of identification information (e.g. a serial
number) of the rubber article 100 which allows the device
160 to identify the rubber article 100 and hence allows
the device 160 to provide specific information on the rub-
ber article 100. According to an embodiment, the device
160 has access to a database which has stored therein
in the identification information represented by the digital
code pattern and the specific information on the rubber
article. This allows the device 160 to retrieve the specific
information on the rubber article from the database upon
extracting (decoding) the identification information from
the acquired a digital code pattern.
[0079] The device 160 may be a stationary device e.g.
in a tire manufacturing facility or may be e.g. portable
device, e.g. a smart phone, which allows a user of the
rubber article, e.g. a tire, to retrieve information on the
rubber article in a familiar and pleasant way.
[0080] Identifying a rubber article such as a tire is ad-
vantageous in any application where identification track-
ing of a tire is helpful or even mandatory. Generating the
digital code pattern in the cured polymer allows providing
the rubber article with the digital code pattern independ-
ently from manufacturing of the rubber article and without
requiring adhesive labels or the like.
[0081] Further, although some embodiments refer to
a tire, etc., it should be understood that each of these
references is considered to implicitly disclose a respec-
tive reference to the general term "rubber article" and
vice versa. Also other terms which relate to specific terms
(e.g. to a laser)are considered to implicitly disclose the
respective general term with the specified functionality.
[0082] According to embodiments of the invention, any
suitable entity (e.g. components, units and devices) dis-
closed herein, e.g. the controller, are at least in part pro-
vided in the form of respective computer programs which
enable a processor device to provide the functionality of
the respective entities as disclosed herein. According to
other embodiments, any suitable entity disclosed herein
may be provided in hardware. According to other - hybrid
- embodiments, some entities may be provided in soft-
ware while other entities are provided in hardware.
[0083] It should be noted that any entity disclosed here-
in (e.g. components, units and devices such as the con-
troller, the radiation source, the scan unit, the phase shift
unit, etc) are not limited to a dedicated entity as described
in some embodiments. Rather, the herein disclosed sub-
ject matter may be implemented in various ways and with
various granularity on device level or, where applicable,
on software module level while still providing the speci-
fied functionality.
[0084] Further, it should be noted that according to em-
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bodiments a separate entity (part, portion, surface, com-
ponent, unit, structure or device) may be provided for
each of the functions disclosed herein. According to other
embodiments, an entity (part, portion, surface, compo-
nent, unit, structure or device) is configured for providing
two or more functions as disclosed herein. According to
still other embodiments, two or more entities (e.g. part,
portion, surface, component, unit, structure or device)
are configured for providing together a function as dis-
closed herein.
[0085] According to an embodiment, the controller
comprises a processor device including at least one proc-
essor for carrying out at least one computer program cor-
responding to a respective software module.
[0086] In order to recapitulate some of the above de-
scribed embodiments of the present invention one can
state:
Described is a method of providing a rubber article with
a digital code pattern, wherein the rubber article compris-
es a cured polymer material, the method comprising:
Generating, e.g. by means of electromagnetic radiation,
a digital code pattern in the cured polymer material of the
rubber article, the digital code pattern comprising a first
surface portion and a second surface portion having dif-
ferent optical reflectivity. Generating the digital code pat-
tern may include generating protrusions or holes in the
second surface portions. The digital code pattern may
identify the rubber article e.g. within a batch of rubber
articles.

List of reference signs:

[0087]

100 rubber article
102 digital code pattern
104 polymer material
106 first surface portion
108 second surface portion
110 electromagnetic radiation
112 surface structure
114 protrusion
116 intensity pattern
118 first set of parallel lines
120 second set of parallel lines
122 intensity pattern
124 spot
126 hole
150 rubber article marking device
151 holder
152 radiation source
153 signal (e.g. control signal)
154 controller
155 data processor device
156 memory
157 focus position adjustment device
158 sensor
160 device for identifying a rubber article

162 controller of 160
163 beam splitter
165 first secondary beam
166 second secondary beam
167 source for a primary beam
168 phase adjustment device
170 phase shifted first secondary beam
172 mirror
174 mirror
176 mirror
177 movability of 172, 174
178 scan unit
180 scan unit
182 first spot
184 second spot
250 rubber article marking device

Claims

1. A rubber article (100) comprising a cured polymer
material (104) forming a surface of the rubber article
(100), the surface comprising:

a first surface portion (106);
a second surface portion (108);
the first surface portion (106) and the second
surface portion (108) forming at least a part of
a digital code pattern (102); wherein the first sur-
face portion (106) having a first optical reflectiv-
ity;
the second surface portion (108) having a sec-
ond optical reflectivity which is lower than the
first optical reflectivity; characterized by a sur-
face structure (112) in the second surface por-
tion (108) is provided, the surface structure (112)
providing a second optical reflectivity which is
lower than a first optical reflectivity of the first
surface portion (106).

2. A rubber article according to claim 1 wherein the dig-
ital code pattern (102) identifies the rubber article
(100) as belonging to a subset of a batch, in particular
as belonging to a curing batch.

3. A rubber article according to any of the claims 1 or
2 wherein the digital code pattern (102) identifies the
rubber article (100) within a weekly production, in
particular within tires having the same DOT code
and/or tires manufactured in a specific curing mold,
within a monthly production or within an annual pro-
duction.

4. A rubber article according to any of the claims 1 to
3 wherein the digital code pattern (102) is a bar code
such as a one-dimensional bar code or a two-dimen-
sional bar code, in particular a QR code.
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5. A rubber article according to any of the claims 1 to
4 wherein the surface structure (112) increases the
surface area of the second surface portion (108).

6. A rubber article according to any of the claims 1 to
5 wherein the surface structure (112) comprises a
plurality of protrusions (114).

7. A rubber article according to any of the claims 1 to
6 wherein the surface structure (112) has dimen-
sions which are larger than the mean surface rough-
ness Ra of the rubber article, in particular at least by
a factor of two.

8. A rubber article according to any of the claims 1 to
7 wherein the surface structure (112) has a maxi-
mum depth between 70 micrometers and 500 mi-
crometers.

9. A rubber article according to any of the claims 1 to
8 wherein the rubber article is a tire.

10. A rubber article according to any of the claims 1 to
9 wherein the surface structure (112) comprises a
plurality of holes.

11. Method of identifying a rubber article (100) according
to any of the claims 1 to 10, the method comprising:
reading the digital code pattern (102) from a polymer
surface of the rubber article (100).

12. Identification device (160) for identifying a rubber ar-
ticle (100) according to any of the claims 1 to 10, the
identification device (160) being configured for read-
ing the digital code pattern (102) from a polymer sur-
face of the rubber article (100).

13. Identification device (160) according to claim 12 fur-
ther comprising

a camera configured for acquiring a picture of
the digital code pattern (102); and
a controller (162) being configured for decoding
the digital code pattern (102) and providing in
response hereto a digital representation of the
information stored in the digital code pattern
(102), in particular wherein the digital code pat-
tern is a graphical representation of identifica-
tion information, in particular of a serial number,
of the rubber article (100) which allows the de-
vice (160) to identify the rubber article (100) and
in particular allows the device (160) to provide
specific information on the rubber article (100).

14. Identification device (160) according to claim 13, fur-
ther comprising access to a database which has
stored therein in the identification information repre-
sented by the digital code pattern and the specific

information on the rubber article to thereby allow the
device (160) to retrieve the specific information on
the rubber article from the database upon extracting,
in particular decoding, the identification information
from the acquired a digital code pattern.

15. Computer program product, in particular in the form
of a computer program or in the form of a computer
readable medium comprising the computer program,
for controlling the operation of a rubber article iden-
tification device, the computer program being con-
figured for, when being executed on a data processor
device, controlling the method according to claim 11.

Patentansprüche

1. Gummiartikel (100) aufweisend ein vulkanisiertes
Polymermaterial (104), welches eine Oberfläche des
Gummiartikels (100) bildet, die Oberfläche aufwei-
send:

einen ersten Oberflächenteil (106);
einen zweiten Oberflächenteil (108);
wobei der erste Oberflächenteil (106) und der
zweite Oberflächenteil (108) mindestens einen
Teil eines digitalen Codemusters (102) bilden;
wobei der erste Oberflächenteil (106) eine erste
optische Reflektivität aufweist;
wobei der zweite Oberflächenteil (108) eine
zweite optische Reflektivität aufweist, die gerin-
ger ist als die erste optische Reflektivität;
gekennzeichnet durch
eine Oberflächenstruktur (112) ist in dem zwei-
ten Oberflächenteil (108) bereitgestellt, wobei
die Oberflächenstruktur (112) eine zweite opti-
sche Reflektivität liefert, die geringer ist als eine
erste optische Reflektivität des ersten Oberflä-
chenteils (106).

2. Gummiartikel gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das digitale
Codemuster (102) den Gummiartikel (100) als zu ei-
ner Untermenge einer Herstellungscharge gehö-
rend identifiziert, insbesondere als zu einer Vulkani-
sierungscharge gehörend.

3. Gummiartikel gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1
oder 2, wobei das digitale Codemuster (102) den
Gummiartikel (100) innerhalb einer Wochenproduk-
tion identifiziert, insbesondere innerhalb von Reifen,
welche denselben DOT-Code aufweisen und/oder
Reifen, welche innerhalb einer spezifischen Vulka-
nisationsform hergestellt wurden, innerhalb einer
monatlichen Produktion oder innerhalb einer jährli-
chen Produktion.

4. Gummiartikel gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei das digitale Codemuster (102) ein Bar-
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code, wie beispielsweise ein eindimensionaler Bar-
code oder ein zweidimensionaler Barcode, insbe-
sondere ein QR-Code ist.

5. Gummiartikel gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1
bis 4, wobei die Oberflächenstruktur (112) die Ober-
flächenfläche des zweiten Oberflächenteils (108) er-
höht.

6. Gummiartikel gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1
bis 5, wobei die Oberflächenstruktur (112) eine Viel-
zahl von Vorsprüngen (114) aufweist.

7. Gummiartikel gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1
bis 6, wobei Oberflächenstruktur Dimensionen auf-
weist, die größer sind als die mittlere Oberflächen-
rauigkeit Ra des Gummiartikels, insbesondere min-
destens um den Faktor zwei.

8. Gummiartikel gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1
bis 7, wobei die Oberflächenstruktur (112) eine ma-
ximale Tiefe zwischen 70 Mikrometern und 500 Mi-
krometern hat.

9. Gummiartikel gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1
bis 8, wobei der Gummiartikel ein Reifen ist.

10. Gummiartikel gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1
bis 9, wobei die Oberflächenstruktur (112) eine
Mehrzahl von Löchern aufweist.

11. Verfahren des Identifizierens eines Gummiartikels
(100) gemäß irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10,
das Verfahren aufweisend:
Lesen des digitalen Codemusters (102) von einer
Polymeroberfläche des Gummiartikels (100).

12. Identifizierungsvorrichtung (160) zum Identifizieren
eines Gummiartikels (100) gemäß irgendeinem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 10, wobei die Identifizierungsvor-
richtung (160) konfiguriert ist zum Lesen des digita-
len Codemusters (102) von einer Polymeroberfläche
des Gummiartikels (100).

13. Identifizierungsvorrichtung (160) gemäß Anspruch
12, ferner aufweisend

eine Kamera, die konfiguriert ist zum Aufneh-
men eines Bildes des digitalen Codemusters
(102); und
eine Steuerung (162), welche konfiguriert ist
zum Decodieren des digitalen Codemusters
(102) und zum Bereitstellen, in Reaktion hierauf,
einer digitalen Darstellung der Information, die
in dem digitalen Codemuster (102) gespeichert
ist, insbesondere wobei das digitale Codemus-
ter eine grafische Darstellung einer Identifikati-
onsinformation, insbesondere einer Seriennum-

mer, des Gummiartikels (100) ist, welche es der
Vorrichtung (160) erlaubt, den Gummiartikel
(100) zu identifizieren und es der Vorrichtung
(160) insbesondere erlaubt, spezifische Infor-
mationen über den Gummiartikel (100) zu lie-
fern.

14. Identifizierungsvorrichtung (160) gemäß Anspruch
13, ferner aufweisend Zugriff auf eine Datenbank,
welche darin die Identifikationsinformation, die durch
das digitale Codemuster repräsentiert ist, und die
spezifische Information über den Gummiartikel ge-
speichert hat, um dadurch der Vorrichtung (160) zu
erlauben, die spezifische Information über den Gum-
miartikel von der Datenbank abzurufen auf ein Ex-
trahieren, insbesondere Decodieren, der Identifika-
tionsinformation von dem aufgenommenen digitalen
Codemuster.

15. Computerprogrammprodukt, insbesondere in der
Form eines Computerprogramms oder in der Form
eines computerlesbaren Mediums, welches das
Computerprogramm enthält, zum Steuern des Be-
triebes einer Gummiartikelidentifizierungsvorrich-
tung, wobei das Computerprogramm konfiguriert ist,
um, wenn es auf einer Datenprozessorvorrichtung
ausgeführt wird, das Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 11
zu steuern.

Revendications

1. Article en caoutchouc (100) comprenant un matériau
polymère durci (104) formant une surface de l’article
en caoutchouc (100), la surface comprenant :

une première portion de surface (106) ;
une seconde portion de surface (108) ;
la première portion de surface (106) et la secon-
de portion de surface (108) formant au moins
une partie d’un motif de code numérique (102) ;
dans lequel la première portion de surface (106)
ayant une première réflectivité optique ;
la seconde portion de surface (108) ayant une
seconde réflectivité optique qui est inférieure à
la première réflectivité optique ; caractérisé en
ce que
une structure de surface (112) dans la seconde
portion de surface (108) est prévue, la structure
de surface (112) fournissant une seconde ré-
flectivité optique qui est inférieure à une premiè-
re réflectivité optique de la première portion de
surface (106).

2. Article en caoutchouc selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel le motif de code numérique (102) identifie l’ar-
ticle en caoutchouc (100) comme appartenant à un
sous-ensemble d’un lot, en particulier comme ap-
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partenant à un lot de durcissement.

3. Article en caoutchouc selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 et 2, dans lequel le motif de code
numérique (102) identifie l’article en caoutchouc
(100) dans une production hebdomadaire, en parti-
culier dans des pneus ayant le même code DOT
et/ou des pneus fabriqués dans un moule de durcis-
sement spécifique, dans une production mensuelle
ou dans une production annuelle.

4. Article en caoutchouc selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel le motif de code
numérique (102) est un code à barres tel qu’un code
à barres unidimensionnel ou un code à barres bidi-
mensionnel, en particulier un code QR.

5. Article en caoutchouc selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel la structure de sur-
face (112) augmente la superficie de la seconde por-
tion de surface (108).

6. Article en caoutchouc selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel la structure de sur-
face (112) comprend une pluralité de saillies (114).

7. Article en caoutchouc selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel la structure de sur-
face (112) a des dimensions qui sont supérieures à
la rugosité de surface moyenne Ra de l’article en
caoutchouc, en particulier au moins d’un facteur de
deux.

8. Article en caoutchouc selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel la structure de sur-
face (112) a une profondeur maximale entre 70 mi-
cromètres et 500 micromètres.

9. Article en caoutchouc selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 8, dans lequel l’article en caout-
chouc est un pneu.

10. Article en caoutchouc selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel la structure de sur-
face (112) comprend une pluralité de trous.

11. Procédé d’identification d’un article en caoutchouc
(100) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 10, le procédé comprenant :
la lecture du motif de code numérique (102) à partir
d’une surface polymère de l’article en caoutchouc
(100).

12. Dispositif d’identification (160) pour identifier un ar-
ticle en caoutchouc (100) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 10, le dispositif d’identification
(160) étant configuré pour lire le motif de code nu-
mérique (102) à partir d’une surface polymère de

l’article en caoutchouc (100).

13. Dispositif d’identification (160) selon la revendication
12, comprenant en outre
une caméra configurée pour acquérir une image du
motif de code numérique (102) ; et
un dispositif de commande (162) étant configuré
pour décoder le motif de code numérique (102) et
fournir en réponse à celui-ci une représentation nu-
mérique des informations stockées dans le motif de
code numérique (102), en particulier dans lequel le
motif de code numérique est une représentation gra-
phique des informations d’identification, en particu-
lier d’un numéro de série, de l’article en caoutchouc
(100) qui permet au dispositif (160) d’identifier l’arti-
cle en caoutchouc (100) et permet en particulier au
dispositif (160) de fournir des informations spécifi-
ques sur l’article en caoutchouc (100).

14. Dispositif d’identification (160) selon la revendication
13, comprenant en outre l’accès à une base de don-
nées dans laquelle sont stockées les informations
d’identification représentées par le motif de code nu-
mérique et les informations spécifiques sur l’article
en caoutchouc pour permettre ainsi au dispositif
(160) de récupérer les informations spécifiques sur
l’article en caoutchouc de la base de données lors
de l’extraction, en particulier du décodage, des in-
formations d’identification à partir du motif de code
numérique acquis.

15. Produit de programme informatique, en particulier
sous la forme d’un programme informatique ou sous
la forme d’un support lisible par ordinateur compre-
nant le programme informatique, pour commander
le fonctionnement d’un dispositif d’identification d’ar-
ticle en caoutchouc, le programme informatique
étant configuré pour, lorsqu’il est exécuté sur un dis-
positif de traitement de données, commander le pro-
cédé selon la revendication 11.
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